
VascuNet™ Pericyte Co-Culture Assay 
Troubleshooting Guide
This troubleshooting guide provides information on common issues that may arise  
in the lab when working with the VascuNet Pericyte Co-culture Assay. 

NO TUBE NETWORK FORMS – CELLS REMAIN ATTACHED IN MONOLAYER.

CAUSE SOLUTION
Insufficient basement membrane layer (Matrigel®) that has 
been plated too dilute or too thin.

Each lot of Matrigel matrix can vary greatly in its concentra-
tion and composition. Use undiluted volumes of Matrigel and 
increase the plating volume to increase gel thickness.
The total volume of matrix can be increased up to 80 µL per 
well of a 96-well plate.

NO TUBE NETWORK FORMS – LARGE CELL CLUSTERS ARE PRESENT.

CAUSE SOLUTION
Over-confluent HUVECs at time of passaging.  Thoroughly disperse cells by further resuspending and  

diluting all cell suspensions to < 500,000 cells/mL during assay 
preparation.

Inaccurate cell counts resulting in a relative decrease of HU-
VECs to PC-M cells (i.e. < 20:1). 

Thoroughly disperse cells by further resuspending and  
diluting all cell suspensions to < 500,000 cells/mL during assay 
preparation.

TUBE NETWORK FORMS – LARGE CELL SHEETS OR CLUSTERS ARE PRESENT.

CAUSE SOLUTION
HUVEC density was too high (> 50,000 cells per well) at the 
time of plating.

Dilute cell suspensions to < 500,000 cells/mL and average at 
least 3 counts of the same cell suspension for accurate total cell 
counts.

TUBE NETWORKS ARE NOT STABLE AT DAY 4.

CAUSE SOLUTION
Incomplete HUVEC tube formation and/or unwanted tube 
contraction.

Plate the HUVECs at multiple monoculture cell densities in 
order to generate complete network formation without cell 
sheets or clusters.  Use this adjusted cell count and dilution in 
future. Plate the PC-M cells at multiple monoculture cell densi-
ties until only isolated cells without branching is observed. Use 
this adjusted cell count and dilution in future experiments.  
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